And Nero Played
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And Nero played while Rome did burn, while Nero played while Rome did burn.

And Nero played while Rome did burn.

And Nero

Rome did burn.
burn, while Rome did burn, did burn. Who knows where this
And Ne-ro played while Rome did burn, did burn. Who knows where this

world has turned? Who knows, who knows, who knows, who knows...
world has turned? Who knows, who knows, who knows
world has turned? Who knows, who knows, who knows
world has turned? Who knows, who knows, who knows
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And Nero played while Rome did burn, while
where this world has turned?
Rome did burn. And Nero played while Rome did burn, while
Rome did burn. And Nero played while Rome did burn, while
Rome did burn. And Nero played while Rome did burn, while
Rome did burn.
While his city burned.
Rome did burn.
While his city burned.
Rome did burn.
While his city burned.